Play as a team with the SuliQuiz – User Guide

In short: 1 facilitator, 10 questions, 1 minute per question, 2 to 5 teams, candidates answer through their own device, results projected live on the room’s screen.

Creating a SuliQuiz session: Logging in, choosing “session type SuliQuiz”, validating session’s setting, inviting participants in teams (with an updated list of participants).

Facilitating a SuliQuiz session: Making sure internet access is good and video projector ready, and steps well mastered by the facilitator (indications, countdown, final results).

Indications for participants: How to connect to the Sulitest platform and start the session. When to answer the question, and find each participant’s individual score.

An example of using the SuliQuiz to initiate the movement & deploy the Sulitest
HOW TO CREATE

a SuliQuiz session

Nota: To be able to create a SuliQuiz session, your institution should have the right to do so AND you should be mandated by your focal point as « Quiz manager » (if you don’t see the “type” drop down menu presented next slide, it is for one of those 2 reasons, please contact your focal point).
1. After logging in as examiner, click on “add session”

2. Select SuliQuiz type, choose the language and name your session

3. Select the module you want to use (list based on the available module in the language chosen). Then choose the start/end time and Session's Introduction and Conclusion pages like any standard session. ... and Save!
4 Candidate configuration

1- Choose a code the candidates must enter on Sulitest.org/quiz

2- Choose the number of teams maximum you want

3- Choose the number of candidates you want by teams

Make sure information are correct.
HOW TO FACILITATE
a SuliQuiz session
1 Logistics:

- Video projector
- A good internet connection so guests can connect via their own device (computer, pad, smartphone, etc) – do check all participants have access to internet.
- An excel listing (with email, name, first name, name of the team) allowing to invite the participants just before the session.

2 When you are ready to start your SuliQuiz session:

- Share your screen with participants (video projector)
- Click on the sandglass symbol to launch the session.

Nota: you can use the next section of this guide to explain to participants how to start as players.
Facilitator chooses the timing for each question (default: 60 sec)

... and to Start the test when everybody is ready.
Facilitator Screen
(video projector)

Question & possible answers

Interactive response rate per team
(Each individual registered answer raises the team’s bar.)
Facilitator Screen
(video projector)

Correct answer

Distribution of responses in the audience

Percentage of correct answers per team per question
Facilitator Screen
(video projector)

Final percentage of correct answer per team overall

Color of the winning team
HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN a SuliQuiz session
1 - Connect to www.sulitest.org/quiz

2 - Enter your code
3 - Choose the team you want depending on the availability and validate
As soon as the facilitator launches the countdown, players are given the questions and they must choose the right answer.
Player Screen
(smartphone, tablet, or computer)

1. = Wait until facilitator launches the countdown
2. = after each question, answer OK
3. = after each question, when the time is over
At the end of the game, players are given their individual score on their screen.
USING THE SULIQUIZ

to initiate the movement & deploy the Sulitest
Example of use of the Quiz to initiate the movement & deploy the Sulitest

The Quiz
- Games for 2 to 5 teams (no limit for number of participants)
- Set of 10 local questions.

The Test
- Individual exam (learning mode or exam mode)
- Module of 30 international questions (results with national/ international benchmarks)
- + option: module of 20 local questions (prepared nationally / regionally)
- + option: Customized modules linked to a specific organization / sector / course or topic
We hope you will enjoy your experience with Sulitest

www.sulitest.org